Soft Drinks

Soda (No Free Refill)  2.5
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Ginger Ale, Sweetened Ice Tea or Unsweetened

Japanese Soda  3.5

Juices (No Free Refill)  3
Apple, Orange, Pineapple, Cranberry

Red Bull  5

Voss Water Still  4/8

Voss Water Sparkling  4/8

Perrier Sparkling  5

Sake & Plum Wine

Hot Sake  (Sm) 5  (Lg) 8

Plum Wine (house)  8
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beer Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Budweiser</td>
<td>$5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bud Light</td>
<td>$5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coors Light</td>
<td>$5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corona Extra</td>
<td>$6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corona Light</td>
<td>$6/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heineken</td>
<td>$6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asahi</td>
<td>$6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirin Light</td>
<td>$6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirin Ichiban</td>
<td>$6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sapporo</td>
<td>$6/10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Draft Beer**  $5/by glass
Sparkling - Champagne

Mumm Napa Brut Prestige (750ML)  $65
Tasting Notes: Features fine bright citrus, red apple, stone fruit and creamy vanilla aromas, with hints of toast, honey and gingerbread spice. Its vibrant flavors are balanced by fine acidity and a rich, lingering finish.

Mionetto Prosecco (750ML)  $38
Tasting Notes: The Mionetto Prosecco Brut D.o.c has an intense fruity bouquet with a hint of golden apples. It is very dry, fresh, light in body and well-balanced.

Nicholas Feuillatte Brut (750ML)  $88
Tasting Notes: Initially restrained, fresh white fruit aromas of apple, pear and peach intermingle with curry and turmeric spices. As the bouquet becomes more expressive, ripe fruit notes jostle for position.
Sake Cocktail $9

Sake Margarita
Sake, triple sec, sour mix & a splash of lime juice

Sake Melonball
Sake, midori melon, sour mix & a splash of soda & lemon lime soda

Sake Suckerpunch
Sake, peach schnapps, pineapple juice & a splash of grenadine

Sake Japan
Sake & plum wine served on the rocks

Sake Purple Haze
Sake, Chambord, triple sec & a splash of sour mix, soda & lemon lime soda

Sake Cosmo
Sake, triple sec, lime juice & cranberry juice

Sake-tini
Half vodka & half sake shaken, garnished with a cucumber

Martini $10

Lychee Martini
Vodka, soho lychee liqueur & a splash of lychee syrup

Pomatini
Vodka, pomegranate liqueur, lime juice & pomegranate juice

Lemon Ice-tini
Bacardi limon, triple sec, sour mix & a splash of fresh squeezed lemon juice

Chocolate Martini
Vanilla vodka, godiva milk chocolate liqueur, crème de cacao & half & half

Pineapple Upside Down Cake-tini
Vanilla vodka, pineapple juice & grenadine

Candy Apple-tini
Apple vodka, godiva caramel milk chocolate liqueur & apple pucker

Blue-tini
Bacardi peach red, blue curacao, peach schnapps, pineapple juice & a splash of fresh squeezed lemon juice
**White Wine**

**HOUSE WINE BY GLASS $9**

**PINOT GRIGIO**

**Ruffino Lumina** $27
Golden apple, honeyed pear, and citrus notes, along with a pleasant touch of minerality. Medium-bodied, lively and clean, this is a well-balanced wine with crisp acidity and a satisfying finish.

**Bertani Velante** $38
Complex bouquet with scents of golden apple and stone fruits. Crisp, dry and medium-bodied with flavors of apple, ripe peach and pear.

**Livio Felluga** $60
Complex bouquet with scents of golden apple and stone fruits. Crisp, dry and medium-bodied with flavors of apple, ripe peach and pear, elegant, with a well-balanced fusion of dry apricot, Asian pear, bread crust, mulberry, white raspberries, persimmon, propolis, Amorpha Fruticosa (flowering plant: false indigo bush), acacia, white fig. Savory, harmonious, voluminous, fatty, the aftertaste develops through long and complex fruity aromas of yellow plum, jujube, papaya.

**CHARDONNAY**

**Concannon** $27
A refreshing wine with crisp fruit flavors. Nice mineral notes and aromatic citrus segue into green apples and sweet oranges on the palate, with a hint of pineapple and vanilla in the background. This blonde wine is integrated and elegant with a supple body and pleasant, long finish.

**Benziger** $36
Enticing aromas of peach, apricot and green apple flirt with the nose, while flavors of white nectarine, pear and citrus dance on the palate. Lively acid and subtle creaminess.

**Napa Cellars** $55
Excite your senses with…aromas of spice & home-baked apple crisp alongside flavors of lush pear, lemon, apple and a hint of pineapple.

**SAUVIGNON BLANC**

**Mudhouse** $27
A wonderfully lively palate with soft grapefruit style acidity. The mid palate is juicy with tropical and herbaceous notes mingling perfectly together. A zesty mouth-watering finish.

**Brancott** $38
Tastes like cut grass, gooseberry, capiscum/bell pepper, with riper styles displaying melon, nectarine or passionfruit.

**RIESLING**

**J Lohr** $26
Pale straw yellow in color with youthful green hues. The enticing aromas of rose petals, lychee, apricots and white flowers are enhanced by the touch of residual sugar, fresh palate-cleansing acidity and a light residual spritz of carbonation retained from fermentation.
**Red Wine**

### CABERNET SAUVIGNON

**Belle Ambiance** $27
Breathe in aromas of blackberries and a bit of country lane bramble along with hints of cedar and vanilla. Flavors of ripe plums and black cherries are highlighted by a touch of spice.

**Motto** $39
It has both backbone and elegance, with a soft and delicate nose of ripe red fruit. Dark, concentrated flavors of red plum, caramel and bright raspberry explode out of the glass for a lasting finish.

**Josh North Coast** $64
The bouquet of this North Coast Cabernet Sauvignon is bursting with dark fruits and roasted nuts, with aromas of fresh black cherries, black currant, rose petal, and roasted walnuts readily apparent in the glass. The wine is full-bodied and plush in texture, with rich flavors of black cherries and blackberries, toasted hazelnuts, fresh sage, mocha, and subtle vanilla and oak flavors. The tannins are firm in their youth but will soften with age.

**Line 39** $30
Rich with black cherry aromas and beautifully rounded by flavors of luscious dark chocolate and rope plum.

### MERLOT

**Portillo** $28
The palate bursts with soft cranberry and plum, followed by delicate, silky tannins.

**Blackstone** $36
Our Merlot shows rich blackberry, plum, and raspberry flavors with hints of vanilla and toasted French bread.

**Chateau Ste. Michelle Indian Wells** $48
Offers ripe berry fruit aromas and jammy flavors typical of Wahluke Slope reds. This is a full-bodied style of warm climate Merlot with a round, supple finish. We added Wahluke Slope Syrah to enhance the mouthfeel and rich fruit character.

### MALBEC

**Dona Paula Los Cardos** $27
Intense purplish red color. Sweet, spicy and intense aromas, with notes of red fruits and herbs (such as Herbes de Provence). In the mouth, this wine is soft, velvety, fresh, and well-balanced.

**Broquel** $28
Intense purple red color with ruby hues. Aromas of fresh red and black fruits, floral notes, and earthy minerals, with an elegant touch of smoke. Rich and spicy on the palate providing a long and pleasant finish.

### PINOT NOIR

**10 Span** $28
Aromatics of raspberries, cherries, and pomegranate meld with a suggestion of earth on the nose. After a sip, flavors of raspberry, cranberry, and pomegranate come together with hints of spice and rose petal. A fairly lively Pinot, with lots of bright red berry flavors.

**Irony** $37
Leads with red cherry, ripe strawberry and vanilla aromas - heightened by an earthy undertone of sage. Cherry flavors are layered with strawberry jam and accents of mubarb and red licorice. The supple tannins found in this medium-bodied Pinot are beautifully balanced with fresh, crisp acidity.
Cold Sake

BUNRAKU
NIHONJIN NO WASUREMONO $24
Forgotten Japanese Spirit Junmai
Addictingly refreshing, clean, fruit overtone, pleasing finish. Super dry & rich.
300 ml

KANSANSUI
KITAYA $32
Cold Mountain Water Junmai Dai-Ginjo
Extremely mellow, complex, delicately aromatic and fleeting finish. Medium dry & light.
300 ml

SHIRAKAWAGO
SASANIGORI $22
Shirakawago Village Nigori
Medium-bodied, rice-forward, mellow, smooth, sweeter finish. Medium dry & rich.
300 ml

CHIKUHA $28
Bamboo Blade
Chikuha is made from Gohyaku-man-Goku rice polished down to 60% it has a mellow aroma and mild flavor 300 ml

ZEN $20
Tokubetsu Junmai
Initially bold rice-forward with a mellow middle palate, finishing clean but slightly lingering medium dry & rich.
300 ml

TENRO KOSHU $27
Imperial Landing Junmai Dai-Ginjo
Full-bodied flavor, amusingly complex and layered, initially fruit forward with a rice-forward finish. Dry & rich.
300 ml

KITAYA
SAKE SPARKLING $38
Ai No Hime
Ai No Hime is a bottle-fermented sparkling sake brewed using 60% polished Yamada Nishiki rice. It has a fruity aroma and is perfect as an aperitif.
500 ml
**G-JOY SAKE $20**
Junmai Ginjo Genshu
Bold, rich, full fruit and earthy flavor tones with hints of ripe melon, pear, plum, cinnamon and cardamom. Medium dry & rich
300 ml

**HAKUSHIKA CHOKARA $15**
Junmai
Smooth on the palate with a rich body that is full and a dry taste. Finishes sharp.
300 ml

**SESSHU OTOKOYAMA $19**
Man’s Mountain in Sesshu
Sesshu Otokoyama is brewed in Itami, the birthplace of sake. It is produced from carefully selected rice and water. It is pleasant and deliciously dry.

**HIZO OTOKOYAMA JUNMAI $19**
Hidden Man Mountain
Brewed using Ginn no Sato sake brewing rice. It is robust, rice-forward, crisp and refreshingly dry. Pairs well with hearty cuisine.

**ITAMI ONIGOROSHI $19**
Super Dry
Itami Onigoroshi is a refined sake from Itami, the historical birthplace of sake with more than 450 years of brewing tradition. It is pleasantly aromatic and ultra-dry.

**OZEKI NIGORI, UNFILTERED SAKE $14**
375 ml / bottle
Unfiltered sake that is sweet and cloudy with a crispy, vibrant presence. Rich and fruity nigori

**HANA AWAKA, SPARKING SAKE $16**
250 ml / bottle
Sweetness and acidity that are refreshing as the bubbles burst in your mouth
Cold Sake

TY KU COCONUT
$22
Silky texture, rich & creamy coconut taste, with subtle hints of vanilla. Enjoy nigori sake chilled in a wine glass or in delicious cocktails.

Known as “Cloudy Sake,” the secret to Nigori sake’s lusciously rich flavor is the small amount of rice purposefully left unfiltered.

TY KU CUCUMBER
$22
Delicate, light and refreshing with the crisp flavor of fresh cucumber and a smooth finish. Enjoy chilled in a wine glass or in a delicious cocktail.

Infused with the all-natural flavor of fresh cucumber, TY KU Cucumber Sake captures the rejuvenating sensation of a day at the spa.

KIRI PEACH $22
Kiri - Peach is brewed from 70% polished rice infused with the natural essence of peach. Kiri - Peach is 9% ABV.
500ml

KIRI APPLE $22
Kiri - Apple is brewed from 70% polished rice infused with the natural essence of apple. Kiri - Apple is 9% ABV.
500ml

KIRI PEAR $22
Kiri - Pear is brewed from 70% polished rice infused with the natural essence of pear. Kiri - Pear is 9% ABV.
500ml

KIRI MANGO $22
Kiri - Mango is brewed from 70% polished rice infused with the natural essence of mango. Kiri - Mango is 9% ABV.
500ml
Dessert

Scoop of Ice Cream $3
Vanilla, Green Tea, Chocolate or Red Bean

MOCHI (2pcs) $5
Vanilla, Green Tea, Strawberry, Mango, Red Bean

BANANA TEMPURA $6

FRIED ICE CREAM $7
Vanilla, Green Tea, Chocolate or Red Bean

TIRAMISU CUP $10

STRAWBERRY CARAMEL $10

CHOCOLATE SOUFFLE $12
Scoop of Ice Cream (Vanilla, green tea, chocolate or red bean)

NEW YORK CHEESE CAKE $12
Scoop of Ice Cream (Vanilla, green tea, chocolate or red bean)